Raja’s Birthday
Activity Book

Happy 28th Birthday, Raja!
Elephants at the Saint Louis Zoo
• We have Asian elephants at the Saint Louis Zoo. Our nine
elephants are all part of a three-generation family.
• Our elephant keepers work with our elephants every day and
provide the best care for our elephant family.
• Each elephant at the Zoo has their own specialized custom care,
exercise, training and nutritional program.

Elephant Fun Facts!
• Elephants are herbivores, which means they only eat plants.
• Asian elephants can grow to be 7 to 12 feet tall and weigh
between 6,000 and 14,000 pounds!
• Male Asian elephants (like Raja) may have long tusks.
Tusks are actually front teeth called “incisors.” Female Asian
elephants have shorter tusks called “tushes.”
• Elephants have a long trunk, which is their nose and upper lip
combined, so they can still reach the ground to get food. A trunk
is made up of many muscles (about 50,000 actually – that is the
same amount of muscles in 76 humans). Trunks help elephants
grab a variety of items – everything from a blade of grass to an
entire tree!
• Elephants have big ears that help them hear really well and
keep cool.

Happy 28th Birthday, Raja!
Use this guide to see if you can identify all of the elephants
that call the Saint Louis Zoo home!
Raja
• Biggest elephant
• Large tusks
• Birthday boy!

Pearl
• Raja’s mom
• Long trunk “finger”
• Grandmother to Maliha, Jade and Priya

Donna
• Raja’s “auntie”
• Very vocal
• Lots of pink on the bottoms of her ears
• Often seen next to her best buddy, Sri
• Short tail
Ellie
• Tall and hairy
• Lots of pink on her trunk and ears
• Laid-back personality
• Mother of Rani and Raja’s daughters
Maliha and Priya

Sri
• Shorter rear legs
• Wrinkles form “circles” around her eyes
• Pronounced forehead ridges

Happy 28th Birthday, Raja!
Rani
• Shortest of the adult females
• Active and playful
• Mother of Jade
• Daughter of Ellie
• Half sister to Maliha and Priya
• Expecting mother of Raja’s fifth calf
Maliha
• Raja’s firstborn daughter
• Tallest of the three younger elephants and has
small ears
• Can often be seen playing with her sister, Priya, and
half sister, Jade
Jade
• Raja’s second daughter
• Second biggest of the younger elephants and has a
longer tail
• Can usually be seen playing with her half sisters
Maliha and Priya
Priya
• Raja’s youngest daughter
• Smallest elephant
• Can be seen with her mom, Ellie, her sister Maliha,
and her half sisters Rani and Jade

Did you know you can help elephants
in the wild? Here are a few things you
can do:
Continue to support your Saint Louis Zoo:
• The Saint Louis Zoo WildCare Institute Center for Asian
Elephant Conservation shares a common vision with other
elephant conservation organizations—a vision that includes
Asian elephants in the world’s future forever, both in zoos and
in the wild. The Center has partnered with the International
Elephant Foundation and the IUCN Asian Elephant Specialist
Group. Together, we are working toward a brighter future for
wild elephants.
• Our WildCare Insitute Center for Conservation in the Horn of
Africa is helping to protect African animals, like the elephant,
through raising awareness and support through research,
education and conservation. This Center is also supporting
the Northern Rangelands Trust, which is a community-led
program in Kenya that works to save species through
educating others and field work. Visit stlzoo.org for
more information.
Choose wildlife-friendly candy. Candy made with sustainable palm
oil ultimately protects elephant’s forest homes. Learn more at
stlzoo.org/palmoil.
Throw an elephant-themed birthday party! Instead of giving gifts,
have guests donate to elephant conservation organizations, like the
WildCare Institute and the International Elephant Foundation.
This support will help Asian elephants in the wild!
Recycle your old cell phones and electronics! Coltan, a mineral
commonly used in electronics, is mined in African elephant habitats.
You can easily find multiple recycling centers conveniently located in
and around St. Louis, including here at the Zoo’s Welcome Desks!

